The purpose of this article is to present Schechter's manner to introduce α-Wayl operators and compare this definition with another one given by Yadav and Arora. Moreover, we introduce generalized Weyl operator in the way that we keep many properties of the class of Weyl operators.
Introduction
Let H be a (complex) Hilbert space and 
, the ideal of all compact operators. We denote the kernel of an operator by 
The Weyl operator still conserves one of the basic properties for the operators between finite dimensional spaces: Fredholm alternative. Moreover, with some extra conditions (like finite ascent or descent), such operators have very nice property: there are Drazin invertible (For more details about generalized invertibility we suggest [3] ). Now, the natural question appears: it is necessary to observe only finite dimensional situation for kernel, or co-dimension of range, or ascent and descent, etc.
We can find the very first investigation in this direction in the works of G. Edgar, J. Ernest and S. G. Lee. In papers [4] [5], they introduce the definition of an α-closed subspace which allowed them to give a new definition of an α-Fredholm operator. Accordingly ( [4] , Definition 2.7),
S.C. Arora and P. Dharmarha, beside that observed joint weighted spectrum, introduced α-Weyl operators like α-Fredholm operator with abstract index equal to zero, or like intersection of perturbations with the operators of rank α (for more details see [6] - [11] ). Beside that these two definitions of α-Weyl operators are not equivalent, the notion of abstract index is not very applicable, such that we need new ways of generalization of the index of an operator that widen Weyl operator theory in infinite dimensional case.
The main results of the paper are present in remaining two sections. In the next section we define β-index of an α-Fredholm operator, for 1 h β α ≤ < < , which we use in definition of α-Weyl operator and α-Weyl spectrum (Definition 2). In the theorems 3, 5 and 7 we give some basic properties of such operators. In the last section we define the generalized Weyl operator in the way that we widespread the definition given by D.S. Djordjević in [12] . The new class of the generalized Weyl operator conserves many properties of the class of Weyl operators (see Theorem 9).
α-Weyl Operators
For Hilbert spaces, L. A Coburn, in [13] , defined the Weyl spectrum of an operator as
On the other hand, in the same year, M. Schechter (see [14] ) defined the Weyl spectrum of T by
is not Fredholm of index 0 . [15] established the equivalence between both definitions and we will use ( ) T ω to denote the Weyl spectrum.
The notion of Fredholm operators can be extended to an arbitrary dimension (less then the dimension of the space H) of the null space of T and * T using the α-closedness. In this way, in [4] 
 . For more properties of α-Fredholm operators we specially refer to [4] [16] [17] . Later, Yadav and Arora, in [11] , for non separable Hilbert spaces, defined the Weyl spectrum of wight α for some operator
we can extend the definition of index, for all β α < , using slightly modification of definition in [18] (for more details see [16] 
In the same decomposition of H we can present T λ − in the way: 
is a closed subspace that together with
:
is an arbitrary isomorphism between γ-dimensional (closed sub)spaces. Then T  is an invertible operator and
0 :
. Hence, ( )
is an invertible operator, i.e. 
Then, by ([16] , p. 221), there exists a 0 > 0
T and N we define in similar way, only using operator * T . 
Theorem 7. Let T be an operator on ( ) B H and let α be a cardinal number such that
0 h α ℵ ≤ < . 1) ( ) 0 H α Φ is open. 2) If ( ) 0 , T S H α ∈ Φ , then ( ) 0 TS H α ∈ Φ . 3) If ( ) 0 T H α ∈ Φ and K α ∈  , then ( ) 0 T K H α + ∈ Φ . Proof. (1) Let ( ) 0 T H α ∈ Φ . By Theorem 5 (3), ( ) ( ) * d T d T α = < and, for small enough 0 >  , there ex- ists a closed subspace H  such that { } ( ) , for all \ 0 , , , Tx x x H N T H Tx x < ∈ ⊂ ≥     for all x H ⊥ ∈  and( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) {
